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Type: Full time
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Apply to this position online by following the 
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search. 
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Job ID: HRC0843418
www.infineon.com/jobs

Contact

Luís Oliveira

Warehouse Process Expert (f/m/div)

Job description
Are you a seasoned professional with a passion for Logistics or Supply Chain? Are you 
seeking an opportunity to integrate your proactive mindset with your exceptional 
communication skills? If so, seize the opportunity to become a Warehouse Process 
Expert at our Shared Service Center in Porto, and become an integral part of our 
collaborative global team.

As a Warehouse Process Expert in manufacturing logistics, you will be primarily 
dedicated to harmonizing and standardizing operations across all sites and clusters. 
This will involve leveraging the complete spectrum of capabilities in terms of business 
process management and S/4HANA process expertise. 

In your new role, you will: 

 relevant Logistics warehouse communities worldwide as Manage Orchestrator in 
terms of general alignments (of needs, concepts and general governance) while 
being the 1  level support for Key Users.

 while fostering harmonization and standardization Drive process enhancements
for global manufacturing warehouse processes in sync with process owners and 
key users

Coordinate and consolidate input from the sites and clusters, assess those 
requests in a global context to  seize impact in overall process, benefit and effort
if implemented.

 and support IT or any other solution provider during the solution design Guide
phase.

 in collaboration Coordinate testing activities / execute user acceptance tests
with key users and IT.

  manufacturing warehouse Drive/manage and support projects in context of
processes, structure the work and take decisions that will benefit the global 

 despite uncertain circumstances and drive the community logistics community
accordingly.

 for global material warehouse process improvements, Act as change agent
facilitate global best practice sharing within the warehouse process panels and 
promote harmonization and standardized processes.

Monitor process stability and related KPI and follow up with process owner and 
sites to analyze factors that impact the KPIS and possible corrective actions

Manage process documentation and apply necessary trainings of users and 
related functions in terms of manufacturing warehouse processes

Profile

Your outstanding communication skills, coupled with a methodical and analytical 

st

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


Your outstanding communication skills, coupled with a methodical and analytical 
approach to tasks, allow you to convey ideas and insights effectively while upholding a 
systematic workflow. Furthermore, your proven track record as a valuable team player 
underscores your capability to nurture strong relationships with both internal 
colleagues and external stakeholders, promoting a culture of collaboration. 

You are best equipped for this task if you have: 

A  with a focus on ;Master’s degree Logistics or Supply Chain

 processes or equivalent function;At least 5 years in Logistics and Warehouse

Advanced knowledge of  with a good understanding of  process management SAP
(esp. eWM SAP)

 considering global/local Understanding of Supply Chain interdependencies
needs and requirements

 in leading cross-functional and global project Project Management experience
teams

A strong  and  mindset coupled with excellent problem-solving innovation
analytical skills

, able to work with stakeholders from multiple Excellent communication skills
levels and disciplines

Fluency in English

Please send us your CV in English 

Benefits

 Coaching, mentoring, networking possibilities; Wide range of Porto (Maia):
training offers & planning of career development; International assignments; 
Different career paths: Project Management, Technical Ladder, Management & 
Individual Contributor; Flexible working conditions; Hybrid work model; Discount 
at on-site gym; Sabbatical; Birthday off; Medical coverage; Free parking 
available; Health promotion programs; Private insurance offers; Access for 
wheelchairs; Possibility to work remotely from abroad (EU); On-site canteen 
available; Service anniversary bonus; Wage payment in case of sick leave; Annual 
performance bonus

Why Us
 Driving decarbonization and digitalization. Together.

Infineon designs, develops, manufactures, and markets a broad range of 
semiconductors and semiconductor-based solutions, focusing on key markets in the 
automotive, industrial, and consumer sectors. Its products range from standard 
components to special components for digital, analog, and mixed-signal applications 
to customer-specific solutions together with the appropriate software. 

 – Feel welcome at Infineon Shared Service Center in Porto! –

Our multifunctional business model is focused on high quality services through 
operational excellence with engaged people. We are recognized globally at Infineon as 
a valuable business partner. 

These are the main business services on our site: Finance, Procurement, Human 
Resources, Cyber Security, Robotic Process Automation, IT, Audit, Legal, Compliance, 
Business Continuity among other areas that consolidate us as a high-quality partner. 

You will find a very open and approachable working culture at Infineon Porto, focused 
on promoting our people engagement and well-being at work. 

We are on a journey to create the best Infineon for everyone. 
This means we embrace diversity and inclusion and welcome everyone for who they 

are. At Infineon, we offer a working environment characterized by trust, openness, 



are. At Infineon, we offer a working environment characterized by trust, openness, 
respect and tolerance and are committed to give all applicants and employees equal 
opportunities. We base our recruiting decisions on the applicant´s experience and 
skills. 
We look forward to receiving your resume, even if you do not entirely meet all the 
requirements of the job posting. 
Please let your recruiter know if they need to pay special attention to something in 
order to enable your participation in the interview process. 

 for more information about Diversity & Inclusion at Infineon.Click here

https://www.infineon.com/cms/en/careers/diversity-and-inclusion/
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